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		Arduino interface boards provide a low-cost, easy-to-use technology to create microcontrollerbased
	
		projects. With a little electronics, you can make your Arduino do all sorts of things, from
	
		controlling lights in an art installation to managing the power on a solar energy system.
	


	
		There are many project-based books that show you how to connect things to your Arduino,
	
		including 30 Arduino Projects for the Evil Genius by this author. However, the focus of this book is
	
		on programming the Arduino.
	


	
		This book will explain how to make programming the Arduino simple and enjoyable, avoiding the
	
		difficulties of uncooperative code that so often afflict a project. You will be taken through the process
	
		of programming the Arduino step by step, starting with the basics of the C programming language that
	
		Arduinos use.
	





	This is an introductory Arduino programming guide for artists and hobbyists. It leads the reader from basic through more advanced C programming concepts. Dozens of examples can be used as-is or modified - all code available for download.
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Cinematic Game Secrets for Creative Directors and Producers: Inspired Techniques From Industry LegendsFocal Press, 2008
Learn from TRUE GAME LEGENDS: Warren Spector - Founder of Origin Games, Ron Burke - Founder of GamingTrend, and Bob Sabiston of Flat Black Films...as they share their secrets on applying age-old cinematic film techniques to the greatest games of our time.     

       Cinematography for Games covers the space between the game and film...
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My New iPad: A User's Guide (3rd Edition) (My New... (No Starch Press))No Starch Press, 2012

	
	
		There’s an old story about blind men examining
	
		an elephant. Based on what they feel, each
	
		man concludes that the elephant is something
	
		completely different—one man believes the
	
		elephant is a tree, another man a snake, the
	
		third a wall. When you first share your iPad with
	
		your family and...
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The Renaissance: An Encyclopedia for Students Edition 1.Gale, 2003
ARBA : "This heavily illustrated four-volume set is a derivative student edition based upon the more comprehensive Encyclopedia of the Renaissance issued in 1999 under the direction of the same editor...Individual entries are quite readable and are provided with marginal definitions of works that may be unfamiliar to the...
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Mac OS X Leopard Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2007
When then-Apple-CEO Gil Amelio announced in 1997 that the company had bought NeXT and that Steve Jobs, Apple's erstwhile founder and visionary, would be returning, many die-hard Macintosh fans were horrified. Apple was not in good shape at the time, and the purchase of NeXT almost certainly meant that the beloved but creaky old Mac OS would be...
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JDBC 3: Java Database ConnectivityHungry Minds, 2002
JDBC 3.0 is the latest revision of Sun’s Java Database Connectivity API. Since its introduction on the market in the mid-90s, Java has evolved from a language and environment suited for applets to a rich enterprise platform. JDBC played a determinant role in Java’s maturation. JDBC is now used as a core technology...
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Cooperating Embedded Systems and Wireless Sensor NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	A number of different system concepts have become apparent in the broader context of embedded systems over the past few years. Whilst there are some differences between these, this book argues that in fact there is much they share in common, particularly the important notions of control, heterogenity, wireless communication, dynamics/ad hoc...
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